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Invitation to tender: Intercultural impulses 2019
Integrative works created by persons working in the free performing arts
Many persons in the free performing arts actively and professionally deal with social diversity and migration
in their work and develop exemplary projects for successful social rapprochement. We are seeking artistic
forms that will provide an impulse for an open, intercultural society.
Funding is open to all forms of artistic cooperation that focus on intercultural exchange between people
of all ages.
The funding offers people the opportunity to realize both finished productions and performative work
concepts with an intercultural approach. In addition to the production and presentation of projects, other
formats (e.g. workshops, laboratories and performative performance formats like staged (city) tours, etc.)
are also available for consideration. The benchmarks for the award of funding are the potential for
successful dialogue and the artistic quality. In particular, we also promote chances to show these works at
presentation venues that are particularly suitable for intercultural exchange, such as refugee shelters,
schools, museums, meeting places and libraries. The aim is to initiate mutual rapprochement and an
exchange of ideas and opinions.
Target group / eligibility criteria
The basic prerequisite for funding is the support of a suitable expert as an intercultural "guide". S/he will be
responsible for ensuring the simplest and most direct meeting spaces for exchanges between the
participants. This work might include, for example, contacting the respective participants and, where
appropriate, the project's specific target group (refugees, people in asylum procedures, etc.), the general
public and institutions. In particular, the tasks of the intercultural "guide" will include, effective language

communication and supporting the target group. The intercultural "guide" will thus assume the function of
an interface for intercultural dialogue and, at best, ensure sustainable networking structures that can and
should be used in the future.
Funding amount and application deadline
The projects can be funded to a maximum of 8,000.00 €, of which at least 1,000.00 € is to be set aside for
the work of the guides. The projects must be completed by the end of 2019.
The deadline for the submission of tenders is 15. February 2019.
Project proposals are to be sent by email to: interkultur2019@nrw-lfdk.de.
Contact person: Harald Redmer and Julia Knies (Tel: 0231 47429210)
Applications are only valid if they are filled in on the forms (the application form + the cost and financing
plan) and submitted on time. These are available for download at www.nrw-lfdk.de.

